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The great library containing some 350,000 books.



A quiet and hidden community which is hard to notice it while driving on 
the busy road that from Moscow leads to Yaroslav: there’s not a similar 
spiritual, cultural, educational centre anywhere else in Russia. 
Founded in the early 90’s of the last century by an Orthodox priest, it was 
supposed to become a confraternity of about thirty people, aiming to live 
together according to the principles of Gospel and of the Orthodox Holy 
Fathers. During time it became a proper community, now hosting 300 kids and 
young adults, most of them with relational or personal problems. There’s no 
TV, internet, mobile phones nor money, considered evils of society: 
here people cultivate the land, study and dance, training the body and 
nurturing the soul.
 
The supreme values are God and Homeland: an educational utopia away from 
nowadays world but still immersed in history, where a shared commitment for 
an individual change and a balanced growth keeps hope alive.



During the Holy Mass.



The Falls’ dancing party.



Falls dancing party. The girls have sewed and made their own dresses.



A panorama of the village.



Inside the community area around 30 horses are kept under custody. 
Everyday children can ride them.



A winter night.



Many animals live in the gymansium premises. 
Children must learn how to take care of them.



A winter Sunday. Two drum players run for the morning muster.



Kids building unwinnable fortresses. 
The game needs creativity and manual skills.



The community church, re-built in the 90’, 
was almost destroyed during the Soviet era.



Maria, born in Sirya, after the war 
has gone back to Russia with her family 
and nowadays lives with her brother in the community.



Blessing of the waterhole, 
the one and only water resource in the village.



On January 19th everybody challenges the low temperatures to dive in 
the freezing water purifying the body and the soul from the Devil.           Under the summer dining hall tent.



Just as in the old Soviet era, girls must know how 
to assemble and disassemble a Kalashnikov.



Dasha plays games after school with her friends.



Some kids doing some maintenance works in the park during Autumn. 
But they are distracted soon by their own games.



The after dinner counting in the dining hall of the boys 
enrolled in the community military academy.



The choir of the church.



In the Ortodoxe religion it 
is necessary to become a monk or, 
alternatevely,to get married before 
accessing priesthood. Vladimir gets married with Vittoria. 
Both of them have lived in the community for some time.



Inside the Gimnasium premises during a morning break.



Father Pietro has created a museum with some arcaeological, 
naturalistic, historical and traditional relics.



Underneath the church, during day and night, 
there’s always someone praying.



A Cossack officer, instructor to the internal  Military Academy, 
in front at the church and at the small graveyard.



Maria and Alexandra are now best friends.



On Sunday morning preparing for a horse riding day.
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